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changes:

use usual PandoraPFOs (un-distilled)

tweaks to selection criteria

make use of cluster shapes to distinguish 
charged hadrons from electrons & muons

tau decay mode separation

polarimeter extraction

experimental sensitivity estimation



  

why often < 2 ?

major reason: two photons merged 
into single “photon-like” PFO

number of photon PFOs in 
tau → rho decays

  [expect 2 photons/decay]

plot for IDR?



  

expect very few neutral hadrons in tau decays
but we often reconstruct one

# neu had PFOs in
tau→pi decays
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the neutral hadron PFOs are usually split off the charged hadron cluster
this split improves the E/p for the charged PFO



  

shower shapes for chg.pi – electron – muon separation

we want to reject electrons and muons
before used E/p, total calo energy

now use shower shapes: smallest and largest of the 3 eigenvalues of
the ellipsoid fitted to the calorimeter energy distribution

smallest eigenvalue ~ width              largest eigenvalue ~ length

red = 
chg had 
in signal



  

reconstructed jet mass in MC-matched tau jets in selected events



  

how well is visible tau energy reconstructed?



  

efficiency and purity of tau 
decay mode identification

plot for IDR?



  

polarimeter estimation

for given up on reconstructing neutrino momentum
e.g. using impact-parameter: a pity, since we lose dependence on VXD 

use approximate methods which use only measured momenta
→ almost equivalent for pi decays
→ less powerful for rho decays



  

polarimeter reconstruction



  

estimating sensitivity

-ve hel
+ve hel
bg

eL80pR30 eR80pL30

no clear L/S winner

differences 
  due to MC stats ?

use tempates to run pseudo-experiments, fit to extract +ve/-ve fraction
mean of fit error distribution → measurement precision

templates from MC



  

future work:

sensitivities with intermediate cheating
perfect decay mode ID
perfect photon energy measurement

practical details:

github now up to date (as of a few hours ago)

note updated, sent to referee a few hours ago (Mikael)
available from the confluence page
 https://confluence.desy.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=89671185
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